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SciTokens and HTCondor:
What they are,

How to get them,
How to use them
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First, a primer on authorization
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Why do we care about Authorization?
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• Authorization: Determining access rights or privileges to a given resource.
• While I may talk about this in terms of computing, authorization is familiar in our 

everyday life:
• My ID card is used to access the elevators at the building at UW-Madison.
• My passport allows me to get into the country.
• A baseball ticket gets me access into a baseball game.
• The Zoom URL got everyone into this meeting!

AZ(…) -> P1, P2, …,  PN
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Authentication, Authorization, Credentials, Oh My!

Often, the process of authorization involves two other items: authentication and credentials.
• Authentication: establishing an identity for a remote entity.
• Credentials: knowledge that establishes a fact (identity).
• Not too far off from the ‘credentials’ the university provides: a diploma establishes the bearer 

has particular knowledge.
Potentially, username and password is the most familiar authorization scheme:
• A remote entity provides a username/password (credentials) to authenticate to an identity.
• This identity is mapped to a list of authorized access rights.
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AN(U, P) -> I AZ(I) -> P1, P2, …,  PN
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Not every scheme requires authentication
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Scheme Credentials Authentication Authorization
Gmail login Password, 2FA Username Access to your inbox
Office building access ID card Identity in HR database Elevators
International Travel Passport Identity according to US 

Government
Enter Switzerland

Baseball Game Ticket NONE! Sit in  section 4,
seat 34B

Webinar Zoom URL NONE! Attend this wonderful 
HTCondor Week!
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SciTokens – Capability-based Authorization

The SciToken project had three aims:
• Advance the concept of capability-based authorization for scientific computing.
• Providing a reference implementation of capabilities via the SciTokens profile and 

related software.
• Work with science partners to demonstrate the utility of the approach.
Although the project ended in 2021, it largely accomplished its goals.  A capability-based 
approach to authorization was introduced into the high throughput computing ecosystem 
and HTCondor itself has several mechanisms built in.
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Capabilities – What you can do, not Who you are!
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A capability is an (unforgeable) token that authorizes a given action on an object.
• These are often referred to as bearer tokens; anyone who holds the token is assumed to 

be authorized to perform the action.
You are absolutely familiar with capabilities:
• Your housekey is a capability: anyone with the key is authorized to enter the door.  No 

need to establish an identity to use a house key!
• Often, we enable URL sharing for Google Docs: anyone with the URL is allowed to edit 

the document.
Capabilities are wonderful for least privilege because they specify a bearer is allowed to 
perform a specific action!

Jack B. Dennis and Earl C. Van Horn. 1966. Programming semantics for multiprogrammed computations. 
Commun. ACM 9, 3 (March 1966), 143–155. DOI:https://doi.org/10.1145/365230.365252
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Capabilities for Distributed Systems
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Fundamental ideas:
• CA ecosystem is used to associate a keypair with an issuer.
• Each organization is its own issuer:
• Distributes bearer tokens asserting membership in the organization.
• Tokens contain specific authorizations asserting what the bearer can do.
• Tokens can contain other limits on their validity (expiration dates, ‘audiences’).

• Services on OSG can verify a token is valid and signed by a given issuer.
• Permits the actions asserted by the issuer within the issuer’s namespace.

AZ(iss, T1, …, TN) -> P1, P2, …,  PNV(token) -> iss, T1, …, TN
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SciTokens – What They Are
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The Technologies involved - JWT
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In SciTokens, we express capabilities using JSON Web 
Tokens (JWTs):
• JWTs are small (relatively) small tokens describing key-

value pairs.
• Like X.509 certificates, JWTs are signed by an issuer.
• Contain key-value pairs, some standardized, some not:
• exp: Token EXPiration time.
• iat: Issued AT time
• iss: Token ISSuer
• scope: List of authorization for the token.
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SciTokens versus WLCG Tokens
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The SciTokens project put together a set of rules to work its tokens, called the SciTokens 
profile.
• The profile is available here: https://scitokens.org/technical_docs/Claims
• Working with us, the WLCG authorization working group adopted many ideas from the 

SciTokens profile and published the WLCG Common JWT profile
(doi:10.5281/zenodo.3460258).

• The two profiles have lots of overlap – enough that the library HTCondor users 
(scitokens-cpp) can accept either format automatically.
• Accordingly, I’ll use these interchangeably.  HTCondor happily works with both.

https://github.com/WLCG-AuthZ-WG/common-jwt-profile/blob/master/profile.md
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A sustainable ecosystem of technologies
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While the concept of capabilities could be implemented with the same X.509 credentials 
used for identity mapping, the computing industry has moved on quite a bit in the last 33 
years.
• JWTs are a far simpler format and almost universally supported across programming 

languages.
• There’s a standardized set of workflows, OAuth2, used to acquire tokens.
• Used every time you login to Google, Facebook, or GitHub accounts.

• Can be used cleanly with HTTPS whereas GSI relied on custom extensions to the 
security layer.
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What can tokens authorize?
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A few examples of what tokens can do:

storage.read:/,
storage.modify:/

condor:/WRITE 
condor:/READ

Read / write within the issuer’s 
namespace at a storage endpoint

Submit and query for jobs at an 
HTCondor scheduler

Vs.
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What can tokens authorize?
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Suppose the issuer ‘ligo’ issues a token permitting read access to the file /frames and the 
site Wisconsin allows ligo to manage the directory /mnt/ligo.
• A client would use this to access the file /mnt/ligo/frames/data.dat and 

present the corresponding token.
• The server would:
• Verify the issuer is in it’s supported list.
• Verify the token was properly signed by the issuer’s private key.
• Apply the other limits in the token (expiration time).
• Calculate the token’s scope (/frames) and the issuer’s base directory 

(/mnt/ligo) to determine the client is authorized to read from 
/mnt/ligo/frames.
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Properties of the system we developed
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The capability-based approach – and JWT implementation:
• Provides distributed verification: if you have the issuer’s public key, you can verify the 

token’s validity without a centralized lookup.
• Has some aspect of authentication & mapping: the issuer (the organization) is mapped 

to some local access rights.
• Within the issuer’s authorized areas, the issuer can provide the fine-grained auth.
• No layering violation: the site does not need to know the organization’s internal 

policies.
• Can still provide traceability attributes as required at some sites.
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SciTokens – How To Get Them
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Getting a Token
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How to get a token?
• Anyone can create their own token!  Just need 

a private key and openssl.
• But that’s not going to be very useful on its 

own – who knows about your private key?  
Who would trust it?

• The issuer is an arbitrary URL.  From that 
URL, one can use a metadata discovery to find 
the associated public keys for the issuer.

• There’s a better option though – the OAuth2 
standard defines a common way to distribute 
tokens to remote entities.

Metadata lookup for https://chtc.cs.wisc.edu
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Using OAuth2 to get tokens
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The OAuth2 protocol defines several flows for 
moving an opaque token from an issuer endpoint to a 
client.
• You’re familiar with this already if you’ve used 

your Google account to log in to a third-party 
website.

• The user authorizes an OAuth2 client (often, a 
website or HTCondor) to acquire a token from a 
remote issuer on their behalf.
• OAuth2 standards provides the ability to

request various limits on the returned token.

Resource Owner

Token
Issuer

Client
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OAuth2 Issuers
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IAM CILogon
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Issuers & OAuth2 endpoints
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Within the OSG, known issuers are:
• WLCG (uses IAM):
• ATLAS: https://atlas-auth.web.cern.ch/
• CMS: https://cms-auth.web.cern.ch/
• WLCG: https://wlcg.cloud.cnaf.infn.it/

• FNAL (uses CILogon):
• https://cilogon.org/des
• https://cilogon.org/dune
• https://cilogon.org/fermilab
• https://cilogon.org/gm2
• https://cilogon.org/mu2e
• https://cilogon.org/sbnd

• Open Science Pool and CHTC:
• https://scitokens.org/osg-connect
• https://osg-htc.org/ospool
• https://chtc.cs.wisc.edu
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Command-Line Token Acquisition
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There are several command line tools for acquiring a token 
from an issuer.  There will be an excellent talk tomorrow from 
Dave Dykstra on using htgettoken and Vault.
• For those without a Vault server, the oidc-agent package 

can be used; runs as a user-level daemon and needs no 
incoming network connectivity.
• For example, see the OSG documentation on how to use 

the WLCG test issuer.
• The oidc-token command line binary will return a token

to use
Once the user utilizes oidc-gen to 
configure a new token to request, 

oidc-token actually returns a token.

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1059494/contributions/4532537/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1059494/contributions/4532537/
https://opensciencegrid.org/technology/software/requesting-tokens/
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Token Discovery
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HTCondor implements the WLCG Bearer Token Discovery 
rules:
• If the BEARER_TOKEN environment variable is set, 

then the value is taken to be the token contents.
• If the BEARER_TOKEN_FILE environment variable is 

set, then its value is interpreted as a filename. The contents 
of the specified file are taken to be the token contents.

• If the XDG_RUNTIME_DIR environment variable is set, 
then take the token from the contents of 
$XDG_RUNTIME_DIR/bt_u$ID.

• Otherwise, take the token from /tmp/bt_u$ID.
So, by storing the output of oidc-token to a the
BEARER_TOKEN environment variable, the condor CLI will 
use the token for authorization!

https://github.com/WLCG-AuthZ-WG/bearer-token-discovery/blob/master/specification.md
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SciTokens – How To Use Them
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How To Use your SciToken
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• All the condor_* command line tools will use the token discovery.  If a token is found, it 
can be used for authenticating with the remote server.
• SCITOKENS auth is enabled by default.

• condor_submit can automatically transfer the token to the job.  Currently, it only
supports file-based tokens.
• Buyer beware: By time the job starts, the token in the file may have expired.  The 

token is only copied over at startup (and may expire mid-job).
• This mechanism is most useful for submitting pilot jobs.

Better: HTCondor itself can act as an OAuth2 client (or a token issuer!) and ensure that 
each job has a valid, unexpired token throughout the job lifetime through renewals.
• This is best for user jobs but requires more configuration.  See Dave’s talk tomorrow.
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As time permits, a demo!
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IDTOKENS versus SCITOKENS
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So, a SCITOKEN can be used for client/server authentication or during a job runtime. What’s the
difference between a SCITOKEN and IDTOKEN?
• Both use a standard JWT to serialize the token.  They “look” similar.
• Neither can be used to authenticate a server, only a client.  The IDTOKEN server must have 

the signing key; the SCITOKENS server must have a X.509 certificate.
• IDTOKENs are symmetric. You need the signing key to validate them.

SCITOKENS are asymmetric.  You can validate them with a public key.
• SCITOKENS require a HTTPS server to publish the public keys at a well-known location.

• Both establish an identity.
• By default, an IDTOKEN has all authorizations for the given identity.
• By default, a SCITOKEN has no authorizations.  They must be listed in the scopes.

• IDTOKENS are discovered via a HTCondor-specific search mechanism.
SCITOKENS are discovered via the WLCG bearer token discovery protocol.
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What Comes Next?
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SciAuth
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Happy to share that NSF has recently funded the “SciAuth” project (https://sciauth.org/).
• SciAuth focuses on standard setting, interoperability, training, and the “last mile” for 

various communities to transition to tokens.
• We are not aiming to develop new authorization mechanisms (like SciTokens) but aims 

to help the community realize the benefits of an interoperable, capability-based 
ecosystem when transitioning between credential technologies.
• To a large part, we are the same happy group of colleagues looking forward to work 

with you!

Let’s Get Moving! Final phases of the 
end of GSI for HTCSS begins next month!
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